A perennially interesting research topic in the field of visual analytics is how to effectively develop systems that support organizational users' decision-making and reasoning processes. The problem is, however, most domain analytical practices generally vary from organization to organization. This leads to diverse designs of visual analytics systems in incorporating domain analytical processes, making it difficult to generalize the success from one domain to another. Exacerbating this problem is the dearth of general models of analytical workflows available to enable such timely and effective designs.
INTRODUCTION
Organizational visual analytics systems represent an emerging technology, shown to be useful in facilitating domain analytical reasoning and insight discoveries through interactive visual interfaces [13, 58] . As the Visual Analytics (VA) field strides forward, research has been applied to various domains, leading to the development of diverse tailored systems. As summarized by Thomas and Kielman [35] , many existing systems are useful in helping users tackle challenging domain analytical processes, such as finance [13] and infrastructure management [58] . However, a perennially recurring research topic is the identification of a general design framework to facilitate the development of visual analytics systems.
Much like the progression in other empirical sciences (e.g. HCI, InfoVis), many initial models [14, 41, 46] suggest that the establishment of a general design framework is significant. The objective for such a VA design framework is threefold: firstly, the framework must inform designers to systematically incorporate the support for domain analytical processes. Secondly, the framework should provide a basis for designers to evaluate their system and further help them identify a cohesive technology transition progress, from system design and implementation to its release and deployment [49] . Finally, the framework must serve an educational purpose, contributing to the identification of potential course materials that are necessary to educate others regarding the field of VA [1] .
However, constructing a convincing and appropriate design framework is challenging. The framework must be validated against existing systems and more importantly, it must give researchers and designers new ideas regarding how to evaluate and improve their own work.
Given the need to incorporate successes from diverse VA systems, it is difficult to generate a framework that can summarize and instruct all the design requirements from a top-down perspective. High-level VA design frameworks like [14, 41, 44, 55] are certainly of great value. Nonetheless, little specific guidance or recommendation is currently available to articulate the boundaries within which particular design assumptions apply, leaving the system design to be solely based on designers' prior experience. For example, how does a designer know which analysis method is suitable to characterize an organization? Are there components that a designer should follow to systematically incorporate a domain analytical process? Further, what recommendations exist that specify the appropriate methods for supporting both general and individual analytical workflows? Encouraged by the discussions in the VAC consortium 2010 [1] , the authors of this paper resolved to document their experiences with VA framework design.
In the pursuit of a general VA design framework, we grounded the conceptualization of such a framework in our collaborations with three organizations [58, 59, 64] , and materialized the framework by integrating guidelines from existing literature [41] , [61] with our experience. We started by designing the framework to fit the emerging characteristics of the field of visual analytics, and further enriched its components based on our design practices and the novel ideas presented by others. To preserve the generalizability of the framework, we studied a broad selection of literature on modeling organizational analytical processes and designing information systems from research fields such as Organizational Learning (OL), Knowledge Management (KM), Machine Learning (ML), Human Computer Interaction (HCI), and Information Visualization (InfoVis). Although much of our work can be applied to these domains, in this paper, we focus on presenting and validating a two-stage framework that is primarily specific to the VA field.
We hope this framework will be useful in designing and evaluating VA systems. We illustrate both stages and their design components through examples. We further use external evidence [40] to evaluate the usefulness and novelty of the framework. In some cases, we compare components of our framework with existing work. In other cases, we present recommendations that are largely unique to the design of VA framework. Due to space constraints, we cannot review all visual analytics systems nor exemplify all the components of such systems.
In the following section, we discuss the two design fundamentals of a VA framework that designers must consider. Existing models and frameworks related to these fundamentals are further described and discussed. In the subsequent sections, we present the details of our two-stage design framework and its related design components. We organize these components into two design stages. First, we discuss the Observation and Email to: xwang25@uncc.edu Designing stage (Section 4.2), which designers should follow to characterize the targeted domain and support its general analytical processes. While the first stage is valid in presenting the synthesis of the majority of domain analysis activities, individual differences aren't captured in this stage. Consequently, we describe the need for a "feedback" process to integrate the individual's analytical practices into VA systems. In particular, we present the second, User-centric Refinement stage (Section 4.3), in which designers find recommendations to customize the visual analytics system to support individual ways in performing analysis. We design both stages to be complementary and hope they can collectively provide recommendations that are informative for developing an organizational VA system.
RELATED WORK
Similar to the emphasis in the information system design [19] , many researchers have recognized the importance for VA designs to conflate task activities within both the organizational level (high-level holistic task workflow) and the individual level (specific tasks or operations) [44, 46] . The pioneers of visual analytics---researchers from data analysis, InfoVis, and HCI---contributed invaluable application designs, algorithmic thinking, and engineering traditions. Quite early on, the intelligence community stressed the application of analysis models and theories of sense-making processes when designing VA systems [11] . As shown in the sense-making loop, Card and Pirolli [45] presented a theoretical basis for understanding and portraying the analytical discourse that an analyst performs. Later on, cognitive scientists showed interests in this emerging field and introduced a scientific design approach, focusing on the value of empirical observations of analysis processes and users' performances [27] .
Recently, influences from ML, HCI and KM contributed to the establishment of the methodological grounds for VA research. These influences have broadened the scope for VA designs from focusing on creating visual interfaces, to accommodating broader and more complex analytical needs between individuals, teams and organizations. The contemporary visual analytics field is multidisciplinary and is rapidly maturing thanks to the collective contributions from these diversified research areas.
2.1
The Fundamentals of a VA Design Framework Like many empirical sciences (e.g. HCI and InfoVis), the field of visual analytics does not solely research on existing technologies, styles of interaction, or interface solutions. The design of organizational VA systems extends beyond merely the final visual interfaces and representations. While these interface features are undeniably essential considerations in visual analytics system development, they are not the major concern of this work.
As shown in Figure 1 , the core foundation of a VA framework emphasizes the integration of general domain analytics processes, the visual facilitation of domain analytical tasks and finally, the customization for individual's analytical workflows. Essentially, the design of a VA system is analysis-centric, in that it needs to encapsulate the organizational analysis discourse [41] and support its related reasoning tasks and user behaviors [44] .
In particular, such design needs to consider and alleviate potential incompatibilities and challenges that could affect users' acceptances of, and reactions to, an interactive VA system. This design also needs to incorporate supports for various domain analysis tasks, properly match the nature of the task and the support from the system, provide logical organization of targeted data, utilize accurate statistics to meaningfully transform data, and most importantly, guarantee consistency between analytical workflows and VA system operations.
Human-centered design is another significant factor in VA design. Recent research and practices in HCI have shown that user' affective reactions and their holistic experiences with technology are becoming increasingly important [2, 61] . As suggested by many empirical studies, a better understanding of various human cognitive, affective, and behavioral factors in the context of problem solving processes, are essential in designing a more successful analytical system [61] .
The central tenet of human-centered design is to fully engage domain users during the modelling and design process of a VA system, ensuring their requirements and demands are clearly understood and conveyed to designers. Such design is a bidirectional process: elicitation of system requirement demands VA designers to communicate fluently in the same "analysis language" of the targeted domain; it also requires designers to introduce the merits of visual analytics to influence the organization and help improving its existing analysis processes.
MOTIVATION
We consider both the generalization of core domain analysis and human-centered design as two fundamentals of a VA design framework. Such framework, therefore, needs to comply with these fundamentals in that: 1) it must reveal the generalizability of visual analytics in encapsulating and facilitating domain analysis processes, and more importantly 2) the framework must clearly instruct a systematical development process that guarantees the efficacy and validity of a customizable visual analytics system. Previous design models [15, 55] emphasize using data to tell the story. In the data drive visualization design, researchers focus on accommodating the nature of the data. They emphasize utilization of mathematical and statistical methods in deducting the information embedded in a dataset. One of the earliest theorists in InfoVis, Jacques Bertin had noted that the understanding of deduction of relationships is a matter of permutation [6] . Bertin further proposed a synoptic that differentiated between ordered, reorderable, and topographic data, established retinal qualities of marks that would allow viewers to differentiate between marks, and provided recommendations for representing data as arrays of marks, histograms, and curves based on its dimensionality.
In addition, Chen et al. [14] in their position paper on knowledge-assisted visual analytics system proposed a high-level design pipeline. This pipeline focuses on utilizing visualization to help users transfer data from the computational space to information and knowledge in the perceptual and cognitive space. They suggest the need for VA infrastructures to support the development of visualization and to transfer such data to information and knowledge, helping further our understanding and enhancing visualization technology. While this pipeline provided a clear conceptual design direction for VA systems, it has been too high-level to be informative for actual development.
Last but not least, Munzner [41] proposed a nested model that focused on the use of validation in guiding the visualization designers through the system design processes. Such nested model presented a unified approach to visualization design and illustrated effective methods in evaluating the designed systems. While it is not directly targeted at addressing challenges in VA, this model has influenced the development of this paper.
A TWO-STAGE FRAMEWORK
Following Zimmerman's [62] definition of design research as ``an intention to produce knowledge and not the work to more immediately inform the development of a product'', instead of illustrating a specific implementation practice, we propose a twostage framework for systematically designing VA systems in organizational environments. Similar to Klein's [31] view on developing an information system, our framework is conceptualized based on the incorporation of both general analysis workflow and individual analytical processes (see Figure 1) ; and it is further materialized to conflate the two above fundamentals in a cohesive manner to augment the design of a VA system.
In this section, we present the details of our two-stage VA design framework (see Figure 2) . First, we introduce the methodology used in deducting this framework. Then, we illustrate both design stages and their components through examples. We further validate the necessities and usefulness for these components by comparing them with research in other relevant fields (e.g. HCI and InfoVis).
Methodology
The design process of this framework is intertwined with actual implementation practices. This process emphasizes bootstrapping both theoretical design aspects and practical experiences to construct a coherent descriptive design framework. The implementation practices present essential functional components to be incorporated into the framework. They further provide a testing ground to verify and validate the design framework. Our design framework is grounded in actual system development with three groups of professionals in different organizational settings: bridge-asset managers in The U.S. Department of Transportation [58] , who propose and execute strategic bridge maintenance plans; business analysts from Xerox [59] , who retrieve and analyze documents for information essential to the operation of the business; and network-asset managers from Microsoft, who monitor and maintain the operations of back-end server farms [64] . The developments of these VA systems were carried out through close examination of domain users' analytic workflows and interviews of their analytical actions that are taken to achieve each task.
Our framework is constructed along with these collaborations to instruct and enrich our implementation practices. It details the natural progression of designing a visual analytics system and presents it in a cohesive manner. We started by extending current models (e.g., the nested model [41] ) and frameworks pertaining to analytical workflow and focused, in particular, on investigating its effects on the design of visual analytics systems for organizational environments. As reported in [56] , we then iteratively categorized our design experiences from these collaborations into a more general organizational analysis workflow, and used it to inform future system designs. In doing so, we identified and enriched the design components of our framework by comparing the commonality and differences between individual analytical domains. We further validated and encapsulated them into a coherent two-stage design framework, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Stage I: Observation and Characterization
The first stage in our framework addresses the question of incorporating the general domain analytical processes. Designers must identify the essential analytical processes in the targeted domain, and disseminate and transform these processes into tangible visualization and interaction specifications. In the conceptual level, this stage is similar to the nested design model; however, our framework is more detailed on the actions taken in each design step. The construction of this stage has also been greatly influenced by Holtzblatt and Beyers' work on Contextual Design [66] . Particularly inspired by their proposed guidelines on participatory design, we emphasize the importance of data-andanalytics-requirement elicitations during this first design stage.
In the following sections, we introduce design components that can inform designers with the methods necessary to characterize the domain and incorporate general domain analytical processes in their system designs.
Domain Observation and Analysis
Objective: Characterize the target domain's analytical processes and specify evaluation metrics for validating designs.
Following the recommendations from Munzner [41] and Ribarsky et al. [46] , we consider the characterization of an organization's analysis activities as the most crucial step in the design of visual analytics systems. At this step, designers must establish common vocabulary, and interact with domain users to acquire data and analytical requirements for the targeted domain. Designers must also emphasize the derivation of evaluation metrics in assessing the efficacy of the designs. We echo the call from Scholtz [47] that such metrics must be derived based on clear elicitation of both the data and analytical requirements. As detailed below, we present two main components (analytics requirements and evaluation metrics) that are unique to the characterization of the domain analytical discourse. For eliciting data requirements (C1), designers can refer to previous work by van Wijk [55] and Bertin [6] .
Component (C2): Analytical Requirements
This component describes how to map problems and users' needs from a specific domain into more generic analytics requirements, including analysis environments, high-level task flows, and social aspects within the organization. In particular, analytics requirements can be generated based on context analysis, user analysis, and task analysis [61] .
Context Analysis: As noted in organizational design and HCI research [9, 36, 61] , context analysis is widely used and is considered to be the initial step when approaching organizational users. Specifically, in the context of VA design, we consider context analysis in a more focused scope, eliciting the organization settings (e.g. technical, analysis and collaboration settings), in which the systems will be used. It provides a constraint to ensure important factors that may affect the usability of a product are considered, and provide insights to develop a strategic plan for the system design. In addition, designers should use context analysis to examine whether and how users interact within or across organizations would impact or even change the design of a visual analytics system. To perform a thorough context analysis, we followed Zhang et al. [61] and recommended the use of the following three specific analyses:
Technical Context Analysis focuses on identifying the technical specifications within an organization. It answers questions such as: What is the preferred display, hardware, or OS in the organization? What are users' technical affordances in accepting advanced visual representation (e.g. Parallel Coordinates)? Designers must use this analysis to establish technical baselines and shape their design strategies accordingly. More importantly, they should follow the results of this analysis to match designs with user's technical skills, minimizing any potential cognitive overheads. For example, while both Taste [59] and Document Card [53] were designed to perform similar document activity analysis, given the constraints on the user's hardware and their technical needs, Taste was designed for a more confined screen space, with both detail view and aggregated overviews.
Operational Context Analysis is useful in mapping out the relationship between resources (data, techniques, etc.) and restrictions. It answers questions like: What entities and resources are used in task operations? Where tasks are carried out? What operational policies are used in this organization? For example, the researchers, who developed WireVis [13] , elaborated their data integration and acquisition processes specific to, and enforced by, the financial institution's policies.
Organizational Context Analysis should be used to identify the information pertinent to an individual's analytical needs (e.g. personnel structure and reporting hierarchy), and more importantly, to portray the dynamic analysis flows that are essential to the organization's operations [10, 28] . This analysis typically addresses questions such as: Which streams of data need fuse together? Where to retrieve information for certain analytical tasks? How to share individuals' analysis with others, and finally, in what way could one collaborate with others to reach business decisions? Such cases can be seen in the design research by Convertino et al. [16] , in which the authors elaborated their practices of identifying and capturing general analytical workflows for two organizations.
User Analysis: User analysis is used to ensure the information and characterizations are accurate and explicit to the target users. This analysis provides the designers with perspectives on the different categories of domain users who will ultimately use the visual analytics systems. Conceptually, user analysis may seem obvious; in practice however, it is not trivial. As suggested by Dillon et al. [20] , user analyses are typically highly context sensitive and vary from one organization to another. Thus, to perform a proper user analysis, designers must actively engage domain users and elicit the design requirements through extensive interactions with these users. Based on previous research in OL [24] and HCI [61] , we summarize three typical focuses of the user analysis (Table 1) . Task Analysis: Once user and context analysis have passed, task analysis is conducted to specify the tasks and workflows in an organizational environment. In general terms, task analysis focuses on analyzing and articulating the nature of analytics tasks that are normally performed in a given organization [24] .
Specific to the context of VA design, we consider task analysis in a more focused scope, stressing the specification of actionable knowledge [5] (detailed in Section 4.2.2) that is directly associated with, and utilized in, the domain analytical workflows. The goal of this analysis is for designers to identify the needed fine-grain analytical actions (what to do and how to perform the task), the task structure (how one task leads to another), and the strategy of task organization (which tasks are concurrent).
We recommend designers to consider approaching task analysis at two levels: individual and organizational. Within the individual level, designers should start by identifying the analytical goals meaningful to an individual's work within the operational. They should decompose these goals into task activities or actions that users must do to interact with the system. At the organizational level, designers need to sequence individual tasks into coherent high-level analytical workflows. They should further specify cross-process tasks that are commonly applicable to multiple workflows and identify actions that are unique to certain workflows. The system should be designed to directly support the individual tasks within the organization workflows as well as their high level contexts.
Following ethnographic methodologies [65] , typical methods to perform the task analysis are semi-structured interview [59] , surveys [58] , and on-site observations.
Component (C3): Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metric specifies the expected analysis goals from the domain users, and presents key features that a VA system should incorporate and be evaluated by. The specific measures or quantitative aspects of the metrics are typically determined based on the aforementioned analyses, formative evaluation, as well as the goals and constraints of the organization.
Following the evaluation methods commonly used in the intelligence community [30] , we recommend the use of qualitative evaluation metrics for evaluating the analytical utility of VA system (Table 2 ). These evaluation metrics correspond to the five concerns of VA systems [47] and provide designers with detailed measures to assess how the visualizations facilitate analysis, how users interact with the visualizations, and what supports the analysis environment. Designers should refer to the evaluation metrics (C3) typically used as benchmarks for both formative evaluation (e.g. designers' assessment on prototypes) [22] (C6A) and summative evaluation (e.g. end-users' assessment on the system) [50] (C6B). Note that, given the domain differences, not all measures are required at the same time. Designers must choose the most appropriate metrics based on the domain specifications. Examples of evaluation metrics of use can be found in [48] . 
Design Artifacts Specification
Objective: Disseminate the high-level domain tasks to tangible design artifacts and transform them into system functionalities.
The task activities and general workflows identified in the previous design step are useful in characterizing a particular domain; however, they are often too high-level to provide any specific recommendations for actual system designs. Therefore, designers must follow this step to disseminate the domain analysis processes into tangible design artifacts, and transform them into visualization and interaction specifications.
In the following sections, we present two major components that can advise designers on what to look for when searching for tangible design artifacts, and help them identify the best methods for incorporating these artifacts into system designs. To provide the designers a concrete understanding of both the dissemination and transformation process, we further illustrate key action knowledge and its matching design considerations based on our design experience with the aforementioned three organizations. This process is detailed separately in [56] .
Component (C4): Analysis Dissemination
The first action in this component is to search for tangible artifacts that could help breakdown the high-level semantic tasks of a specific domain. Designers should derive tangible artifacts based on two requirements: (1) they need to be concrete enough for practical VA system designs, and more importantly (2) such artifacts must be consumable by users without introducing considerable cognitive overhead.
Enlightened by the Theory of Action [5] , we recognize the usefulness of describing target artifacts as Actionable Knowledge. Actionable knowledge is explicit symbolic knowledge that is well accepted in organizational environments. It is typically presented in the form of tradeoffs-for-action or rules [39] , which are used to instruct domain user's actions when performing a task. It presents a pragmatic view of knowledge utilization and application towards specific analytical ends [12] . Actionable knowledge details the relationships between domain analytical tasks and their related key actions, such as what entity to examine, or which person to communicate with in the process of collaborations [8] . The nature of actionable knowledge fits well with our two requirements in that: (1) it represents the fine-grained elements of each analytical task, and thus is quite instructive for the design of a VA system; (2) it is extracted from domain users' knowledge actions, and therefore can be consumed without additional cognitive overhead.
As exemplified in [5, 12] , there are many approaches to model actionable knowledge. Given the VA designers' advantage of a close working relationship with actual domain users, designers should adopt the domain-driven modeling process and ground their search for actionable knowledge in interviews and surveys. The designers should encourage interviewees to envision the hypothetical process of carrying out their analytical tasks with their familiar tools, in their familiar working environments. They should also encourage interviewees to think about additional functions that might be useful, but not yet available in any of the tools they typically use. Specifically, designers need to ask about the fine-grained task actions that are used in the users' daily practices, and understand what the essential tools are and how these tools are utilized in each task action. In doing so, designers can identify key actionable knowledge that is informative and detailed enough to incorporate specific domain analysis processes.
Comp. (C5): Actionable Knowledge Transformation
To determine the likelihood of domain users accepting a visual analytics system's functionalities, designers must elicit the specifications for visual interfaces and interactions needed after the identification of the above actionable knowledge. Both formative evaluations and iterative prototyping serve an invaluable role in this process. These processes essentially help designers encapsulating domain users' actionable knowledge into system functions, and inform them of the insights into the critical functionalities required to implement the specific VA system. Given the diverse design context in different organizations, designers need to carefully select prototyping methods. For example, given the requirement of a deployable product within 10 weeks, we applied the evolutionary prototyping [43] method in our collaboration with Xerox [59] . This prototyping method guarantees more design iterations and, more importantly, allows the deployment of a robust system in a structured manner. In contrast, when engaged in a long-term collaboration, we used a functionality-based prototyping process to design our bridge management system for USDOT [58] .
In addition, designers should rely on formative evaluations to identify defects in function designs and refine their design decisions. In fact, we agree with Munzner [41] and recommend the iterative use of formative evaluations throughout the entire visual analytics system design and development process. We encourage the designers only form final design decisions based on their experiences gained from these evaluations.
Stage II: User-Centric Refinement
The second stage in this framework focuses on incorporating the domain users' individual analytical processes. We echo the call of Kindlmann [36] and Silva et al. [53] that, in order to recreate and extend specific visualization results, knowing the complete process of how the results are generated is just as important as the techniques used and the outcome. The process of recording how a user interacts with a visualization is sometimes referred to as provenance tracking, which is defined by Anderson et al. [4] as "the logging of information about how data came into being and how it was processed." To succeed in the system refinement stage, designers must first perform summative evaluation and deploy the designed system to domain users. They then need to collect and analyze actual usage data from domain users and provide methods to customize the VA systems to encapsulate individual's analytical process.
Recent work by Scholtz et al. [49] has presented an informative pipeline for deploying visual analytics systems to domain users. Their work covered a broad range of components in the deployment process, including the system deployment step in our framework. Thus, we are not restating this process (C7) here, and recommend designers to seek relevant information in their paper.
In the following sections, we focus on discussing details for the Usage Pattern Analysis and Customization process, which is key in capturing and incorporating individual's analytical processes.
Usage Pattern Analysis and Customization

Objective: Support individual task routines and analysis preferences, enable individuals to collect analytical findings, and establish organizational collaboration.
In keeping with the need to customize a visual analytics system, designers must enhance their design to collect users' usages of the system and incorporate individuals' analytical processes. Particularly, there are two components (usage collection and system customization) that are necessary in this design process.
Component (C8): Usage Collection
In this component, we describe two useful methods designers can use to collect usage data in a VA system. These two methods include an implicit approach (logging users' interactions), and an explicit approach (tracking users' annotations). Depending on the organizational and operational context, designers should choose the most appropriate method to collect usage data. This data could then be used for analyzing user's analysis behaviors (e.g. data focuses, view focuses, etc.), and preparing statistics for the customization process detailed in the following sections.
It is worth noting that rather than focusing on concluding a definitive set of usage collection technologies, we emphasize explaining the utility of this component in contributing to the overall design framework.
Annotation Tracking and Content Sharing: Annotation tracking is yet another method to capture the shared explicit knowledge between different users in an organization environment [11, 42] . We refer annotation to the process in which users externalize their findings (e.g. data correlation, outliers, patterns or trends) within the visualizations. Compared to interaction logging that focuses on implicitly capturing users' analysis processes, annotations place the users in the analysis center by explicitly tracking and sharing their findings. Through annotation, domain users can properly attach semantic meanings to their analysis findings, and further analyze, evaluate, reuse, and exchange these findings for their collaborative decision-making.
HCI [29] and KM [42] research suggests that the key to successful annotation tracking is the symbolic content that can be used to inform users' analysis process, share their knowledge, and build consensus of decision-making through the use of a computer system. Based on previous research, we categorize the design of an annotation tracking mechanism into two levels: the sharing of static annotations level (e.g. snapshots, bookmarks, or comments), and the exchanging of dynamic annotations level (e.g. parameters of a visualization [32] ). The details of these two mechanisms are summarized and compared in Table 3 .
It is worth noting that this explicit-collecting method requires users to manually attach semantic meanings to analytical findings [26] . Designers should be aware of the potential introduction of interruptibility during the users' analysis process. We are currently researching on more automated annotation methods (i.e. semidefined annotations templates) to reduce such interruptions [57] .
Interaction Logging: Interaction is increasingly seen as central in representing individuals' analysis processes within VA systems [44] . We use the term "interaction" in the broad sense defined by Yi et al. [63] : "the dialogue between the user and the system as the user explores the data set to uncover insights." It is through the interactive manipulation of a visual interface that knowledge is constructed, tested, refined, and shared [44] . In turn, a considerable amount of information regarding a user's analysis process with a visualization tool is captured by interactions. Indeed, Dou et al. [21] discovered that high-level semantic reasoning processes can be recovered by asking novices to merely analyze experts' interactions logs. With similar goals in mind, other researchers have proposed capturing user interactions on different levels, ranging from low-level mouse events (Glassbox [18] ) to high-level task-specific actions (Gotz et al. [26] ).
Based on previous research and our experiences in designing interaction-logging mechanisms [57, 59] , we categorize this logging mechanism into three levels (as presented in Table 4 ). The benefit of such categorization is that designers can select appropriate logging elements based on their own design goals. Gotz et al. [26] Dou et al. [21] 4.3.1.2 Component: Usage Analysis In our framework, both interaction logging and annotation tracking serve the same goal, which is to provide inputs for VA systems to analyze users' analysis behaviors. Many researchers have demonstrated designs using these methods to collect usage data. For example, by encoding users' behaviors in a visual analytics system, Gotz et al. [25] presented a visual analytics system that can make appropriate suggestions to the user by analyzing the captured analytical processes. In addition, through the use of pre-defined scripting language, the Czsaw system [34] has shown capabilities in capturing and reapplying users' analysis processes to similar tasks.
Regarding associating interaction logs with high-level reasoning process, Dou et al. [21] validated such a possibility in the specific context of financial analysis. Nonetheless, few guidelines were available on establishing the correlation between usage collection and the users' analysis processes, nor to recommend methods to analyze the collected data. Expanding on these findings, we further categorize the existing automatic usage analysis methods into three groups, namely general statistical analysis, graph theory, and machine learning.
Component (C9): System Customization and
Knowledge Validation From an organization's perspective, the design of a customizable VA system must address the following three needs: firstly, the designed system should have the ability to rearrange sequences and combinations of analytical components to support individual analyses. Secondly, the system should allow individuals to collect analytical findings and trace their analysis trails which led to these findings. Finally, such system needs to establish a collaborative environment that enables users to communicate their analytical findings. As shown in Table 5 , we propose three methods to individualize the system, including refine analysis focuses, update data model, and customize visualization combination. Table 5 . Three system customization methods.
Method
Description & Examples Update Data Model
Based on user's data focus, modify and update the underlying data model. E.g. the VA needs to prioritize the more frequently used statistics based on usage histories.
Customize Visualization Combinations
Rearranging the visualization combination based on the users' interaction logs and annotation histories. Built upon a modular design, the VA system should adjust the primary and entry views based on usage histories.
Refine Analysis Focuses
Utilizing the recorded annotation, the VA system needs to record the important analysis focuses for a user. It needs to guide the users toward their analysis goals through interactive guidance.
Analysis Evaluation and Knowledge Validation:
Due to individual experiences and understanding, different experts have their own ways of performing analysis processes. Their views of an analytical process may be imprecise, duplicated, and even conflicted with the organization's generic analytical workflow. Therefore, it is a concern that, if new analysis processes or knowledge is not carefully validated, customizing the VA system with unrelated or incorrect knowledge could potentially degrade the value of such system. While currently there is no existing literature specifically focused on this validation process, we propose investigation of the costs involved with customization. Echoing the evaluation research [47] , such costs of customization could be a combined factor of cost of interaction (Lam [38] ), cost of visualization (suggested by Amar et al. [3] ), and cost of cognitive overload (proposed by Green et al. [27] ). The designed visual analytics system needs to apply thresholds to control the cost, and maximize the cost/benefit value to determining whether or not to incorporate the new knowledge.
Therefore, while designers should follow these methods to customize their designs, we emphasize the importance of validating costs of these customizations before incorporating them into the system. It is necessary for designers to consider these costs before allowing users to customize their system. A two-step process can be helpful: The first step is to quantify the cost of customization and transform it into a tangible threshold for each visualization customization request. Any updates under that threshold will be automatically updated, while customizations that beyond that threshold will have to pass onto the second step: where the users manually accept or dispute the candidates for system customization. Several existing systems have begun to explore such validation process. For example, the KEF framework [17] , presents the user with the ability to review the automatically suggested update, and allows them to accept or dispute it based on user's preferences; also, the HARVEST system [51] actively tracks the visual changes in a system, and allows users to revisit or revert the visual representations interactively.
EXAMPLES
To provide concrete examples on how our framework could be implemented, we analyze two existing visual analytics systems in terms of our framework. We validate the soundness of our framework with two well-received systems, namely Entity Workspace [8] and PatViz [37] . To explicitly compare their design decisions with our framework, we indicate the same process by placing a mark Cx in Figure 2 (x referring to the component number shown in each stage).
Entity Workspace
Entity Workspace was first introduced in 2006 [8] . As an interactive visual analytics system, it combines user interface and entity extraction technologies to build up an explicit model of important entities (people, places, organizations, etc.) and their relationships. This system helps analysts find and re-find facts rapidly and gain awareness of connections between entities in a highly interactive environment. This VA system was designed to incorporate the support for general analysis, as proposed in our first design stage. Through a longitudinal collaboration with intelligence analysts, the designers elicited general analytical processes (e.g., re-find important facts and "connect the dots" between different entities) by performing analyses on both data (C1) and analytics requirements (C2). They further disseminated (C4) and transformed (C5) these high-level tasks into specific design features (e.g. snap-together relationship and a graph model for gathered intelligence), and iteratively implemented these features with feedback from analysts. These design activities complete the first stage in our framework. At the second stage, the implemented system was evaluated (C6) with analysts and then deployed to analysts for long-term assessment (C7). Acting on feedback from analysts, the designers extended the functions of Entity Workspace to support collaborative intelligence analysis [7] . They provided five advanced collaborative features to support information sharing, particularly sharing of the immediate products of users' analysis (e.g. annotations, evidence, and document collections) (C9). The designers further implemented a recommendation mechanism (C8) to customize the analysts' workspaces. Through encapsulating the user's preferences into a graph model (C8), Entity Workspace can automatically suggest to analysts unforeseen entities of interest.
In summary, we consider Entity Workspace valuable external evidence in exemplifying the efficacy of our design framework. Eight of the nine design components from our framework are utilized in the design of the Entity Workspace. In particular, its annotation and recommendation features illustrate the usefulness of the proposed User-Centric Refinement stage (Stage II).
PatViz
PatViz [37] was designed to bridge the gap between retrieving and analyzing patent information by providing seamless integration of derived insights in consecutive query refinement. It aims to address the long existing scalability issues in the analysis of patent information. PatViz was built as a graphical front-end for a set of different patent search engines, and provided a visual environment allowing interactive reintegration of insights into subsequent search iterations. The design of PatViz came from requirements formalized by interviews with patent specialists from the PATExpert consortium. During the implementation of PatViz, the designers first performed detailed user analysis and context analysis to gain general understanding of the patent analysis domain. These analyses also helped explicitly explain the roles of patent analysis related professionals and their existing workflow and tools. The designers' extensive analysis of the challenging data scalability issues in patent search falls into the elicitation of the data requirements (C1).
Through interactions with patent analysts, the designers depicted the general patent analysis loop (C2) and its related three analytical processes, namely patent retrieval, patent result set analysis, and patent detail analysis. They further broke down these analytical processes into the essential system design components (C4), resulting in a querying system, a multitude of visual result set representations, and the linkage between them (C5).
While the design of PatViz heavily focused on the first stage in our framework, it also covered components in the User-Centric Refinement stage (Stage II). The researchers conducted two informal field studies to evaluate the scalability and accuracy of PatViz (C6), and utilized users' feedback to enrich the design of the system. Specifically, PatViz utilizes the Boolean integration language to implicitly record and reapply users' search histories (C8), and also to explicitly enable users to store and share search statements. PatViz could further analyze this usage information and customize users' visualization combinations (C9). The designers purposely implemented PatViz to involve the users in the loop of deciding which customized views to keep, demonstrating the utility of our proposed knowledge validation process (C9).
In summary, seven out of nine design components from our proposed framework were used in the design of the PatViz.
LIMITATIONS
There are limitations to this research that must be addressed. Generalizability of these design considerations is limited because this research was conducted within only three organizations. This paper attempted to mitigate local biases by increasing the number of participants. Nevertheless, different training backgrounds, personal preferences, and project time constraints could engender different analytical conditions. Moreover, this research characterizes the domain analytical workflow through interviews and surveys, which generally are self-reported by participants. This research was also limited, in that it modeled the analytical workflow from a retrospective perspective, whereas Brows et al. [9] demonstrated that problem spaces and solutions are established and change dynamically in interactions with people and the environment. Therefore, the understanding of domain analysis and actionable knowledge is constrained to the users' general way of performing tasks.
Finally, while our framework has been evaluated by our previous formal studies on Taste [59] and informal case studies on IRSV [58] and OpsVis [64] , this research is limited by its evaluations with domain experts. Developing evaluations, strategies, and methodologies to accurately assess the effectiveness of a visual analytics system is challenging. To this point, this paper still in search of a clear view of the best evaluation approach; the design of recommendations for evaluating a visual analytic system is an intriguing direction for future research. This paper recognizes these limitations and considers the support of organizational analysis processes as an important visual analytics research topic. The concluded design considerations illuminate the role that a visual analytics system plays in such complex problem-solving environments.
FUTURE WORK
This paper contributes to the establishment of a two-stage design framework for visual analytics. But some components in this framework still require further investigation. The uncovered complexity of this framework implies that there is a vast amount of work that must be done before a final framework is complete. In general there are three categories of future work: (1) expansion of interactive reasoning modeling capabilities for the framework; (2) understanding the cost of customization; and (3) establishing the evaluation foundation of visual analytics.
Expanding the interactive reasoning modeling capabilities
A first step in this direction is to expand the interactive reasoning modeling capabilities for our design framework. The analysis of the identified relevant domains of research could be deepened, and other relevant domains may be discovered. This expansion of the interactive modeling process could be used to refine and improve the incorporation of individual's analytical processes in a visual analytics system. This research is interested in considering whether externalizing such domain knowledge and reapplying it into customized visualizations would be feasible for enhancing domain decisionmaking processes. Although there is no definitive way to achieve complete knowledge transfer, existing research has demonstrated how to incorporate visualization with domain specific knowledge [23] . To achieve similar knowledge externalization, a tight integration of the visualization with an ontological knowledge structure was proposed to interactively capture and store the user's interactions and to translate them into domain knowledge [60] . This externalization could further be used in training new managers, communicating with others, and reporting decisions.
In addition, this work intends to investigate additional analysis methods for the automated analysis of user's interaction logs and annotations. For example, hidden Markov models could be used for data where segments are not explicitly defined but can be learned based on the original data sequence. These potential additions, combined with the general approach of blending automated and multi-view, interactive visual analysis, open the door to new insights that can help model the domain users' reasoning processes.
Understanding the costs in VA customization
The validation process of the cost for customization is of great importance in the "feedback" loop for the proposed design framework. As described in Section 4.3, this process emphasizes verification and validation of customization requests that are generated based on analyzing users' analytical behaviors. Key in this process is the identification of measures that can determine the costs of customizing a system. Currently, there is no existing research that addresses this recognized problem. In the future, one of the most important research directions for this work is to continue investigating the measures for the costs of customization. This direction emphasizes the search for visual and/or interaction parameters that can be used to quantify such costs. Specifically, this research would focus on creating a combined factor to attach costs to system customization. A first step in this direction could be to survey the existing literatures (e.g. visual analytics, InfoVis and HCI) for theoretical foundations for the cost of customization. The analysis of the identified relevant domains of research could be deepened, and other relevant domains may be discovered. This expansion of the theoretical foundation could be used to refine and improve the definition of the cost in customizing a VA system.
7.3
Establishing the evaluation foundation of VA General evaluation recommendations for the assessment of the proposed visual analytics framework have not been solved here. Future work is needed to complete this research. The final solution may be some mixture of the utilization of internal evidence and external evidence [40] . Both present a coherent perspective to evaluate the framework, by placing it into the evolution of the visual analytics field. The evidence is collected to support speculation that such a mixed solution may be more useful than any one solution in isolation. These general evaluation recommendations should not only focus on the assessment of the functionalities of a visual analytics system. One needs to verify the utility of a designed system, and validate how properly the implemented functions are in facilitating domain analysis process. These recommendations should also emphasize measuring the knowledge gain for the domain users.
CONCLUSION AND CONTRIBUTION
This paper has presented three years of iterative design efforts in searching for a visual analytics design framework. There are three primary contributions presented in this paper: first, we propose a two-stage framework for facilitating domain users' workflows through integrating their analytical models into interactive visual analytics systems. This design framework illustrates general design recommendations that, when followed, empower visual analytics systems by bringing the users closer to the center of their analytical processes. By integrating the analytical models into interactive visual analytics, users could directly interact with data in real time and make analytical decisions in a customized reasoning environment. The second contribution of this paper is providing a general basis to bridge research and industry regarding design and development. It connects academic research on visual analytics to industrial organizations, and showcases the utility of organizational visual analytics systems. It not only provides industrial collaborators with concrete ideas about the impact that a VA system can provide, but also suggests a practical framework and considerations for designing visual analytics system. Finally, this paper provides academia with a theoretical approach to understanding and designing visual analytics systems. It encourages researchers to search for, and establish a foundation for visual analytics design. This paper also serves an educational purpose and is intended to influence course syllabuses and materials for teaching visual analytics research.
We hope that by proposing our framework, we can promote a serious discussion of design considerations critical for producing effective knowledge-assisted visual analytics systems. We will continue to evaluate and refine our framework with current and future collaborators. In addition, we hope that this framework and its design guidelines will lead to potential impacts in today's organizational environments.
